
H2H3 RUN #390 – Saturday 21st July 2018 
LOCATION:  West of the Bypass opposite the 27 km Marker 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/1EvaBpiVcFk 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.592172, E 99.861431 (N 12 35.530, E 99 51.686) 

Hares:  Bent Banana & Screwdriver 

Hash Snacks:  Lost Cause 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Number of Hashers: 32 

Pre-Hash 

The start of a new era with new GM 

Legs Wide Open.  The weather was 

being kind with no rain.  The 

earlybirds to the Hash could not 

locate the run site as no sign or Hare 

to be seen.  However, the GPS 

coordinates provided a clue and so 

the choice was park on the gravel 

road or in the long grass.  The 

underground condition was firm so 

should be no problem with stuck 

vehicles.   As start time approached 

the attendance increased to 32 by 

the time are new GM called the pre-hash circle to order and welcomed everybody to run number 390 

and introduced the Hares, or should I say Hare as Screwdriver was passed over by lead Hare Bent 

Banana and only given the task of arranging the On After.  The pack were advised of three trail, short 

walk (3.5 k), long walk (5.8 k) and Rambo (7.8 k), with no hazards or wet muddy areas.  With the 

briefing over the pack were sent on their way a few minutes ahead of time. 

The Trail 

 



The trail went left down the road from the start before breaking right into grassland and leading out 

on to a road.  A right turn towards a freshly laid concrete road to nowhere, but workers were in 

attendance to be sure we did not leave any 

footprints in the fresh concrete.  Breaking left  again into grassland with a few checks keeping the 

FRB’s busy on route to the short walk split 2.3 km from the start.  Several hounds opted to take this 

option with the rest completing another 1 km to the run walk split.  At this point my sole companion was 

Hollow Legs who opted to take the walk.  As I set off on the Rambo trial Hollow legs advised me of the 

merge point which was inly 50metres away.  Tempted to do a 180 I chose not to and continued on the 

Rambo trail.  Several checks on route and some very deviously hidden paper at trail options which may 

have lead to some of the FRB’s loosing trail.  Thanks to the FRB’s breaking the checks but leaving the 

paper trail to the false trail was a bit much for the tail end Charlie (Tinks).  After 3.2 km on the 

Rambo trail I joined the long walk trail for the homeward stretch joining the short walk trail after 

another 1.2 km and arriving home to beer and snacks after another 1 km trek.  Maybe about time I 

considered joining the long walk trails in future so as not be rear ending every week.  

Post Trail and Circle 

Some chat from the FRB’s, Rainbow Balls, 

Oui Oui and Brambles about losing the 

trail although I found the paper trail 

easy to follow (less haste more speed) 

but they still made it home before me.  

Traditional snacks from Lost Cause were 

being eagerly consumed and washed down 

with ice cold beer.  With darkness 

setting in GM Legs Wide Open called the 

circle to order after a thankyou for 

attending started the first DD awards to 

the Hares, Bent Banana and Screwdriver 

for having laid good trails with the 

approval of all.  Lost Cause was in next 

for Hash Snacks followed by Hoover the 

newly appointed Bierfrauline.  Next were 

No Name Tony, Pussy Galore and Loose 

Screw for shenanigans on trail.  A call for 

returner Ringmaster went unanswered as 

he had already left with Ballbanger.  

Next in were visitors Rainbow Balls 

(Yangon Hash), Hawkeye (Pattaya Hash) 

and Biggus Dickus  (Pattaya Jungle Hash).  

Rainbow Balls is becoming more of a regular visitor due a certain lady friend at the Hyatt Hotel.  He 

was also subjected to an inquisitive Q&A session from Lost Cause as to how he got his name.  Although 



GM Legs was doing well keeping the pack entertained some private circles were ongoing and so Mudman 

and FRB were chastised for their discretion.  New Hua Hin resident Leif Simbu (Ex Cairo Hash) was 

   

welcomed to the fold and encouraged to join our happy band.  Finally, next week’s Cha-Am Hash Hares, 

Smelly Fingers and Ahmedashed advised Chilli Bordello as the venue and given a closing DD.  But before 

total disbandment GM Legs called for a volunteer scribe but there were no takers, so your truly took 

on the role.  Beware more pressure tactics may be in force in future weeks from our Scribe Chaser 

Lost Cause, punishment may be worse than scribing  

On After 

As I did not attend the On After at the Bann Suan (Isan) Restaurant I have nothing further to add. 

On On, 

Tinks  


